Psychological and systemic stress reactions of patients during hyperthermia treatments.
This study evaluated psychological stress reactions during hyperthermia (HT) treatments and compared them to systemic stress reactions. 27 patients with malignant disease were treated with superficial or regional hyperthermia. Cortisol and the catecholamines adrenaline and noradrenaline in venous blood were used as markers of psychological stress. The anxiety proneness of the patients was evaluated with a trait-anxiety inventory. Blood pressure and heart rate were markers of systemic stress. Patients were first grouped by superficial or regional treatment and then into two subgroups: anxious and non-anxious patients. The time course of the cortisol concentration of the superficial group showed a slight but significant decrease and that of the regional group an increase. The cortisol concentration of the regional group was sometimes slightly but significantly higher than in the superficial group, and in the group of anxious patients higher than in the group of non-anxious patients. The changes in time courses and differences in groups were not as pronounced for the catecholamine concentrations. Heart rate and blood pressure showed a significant increase only in the regional group, and there was no significant difference between the regional and the superficial groups. None of the variables showed a significant difference between the initial and the subsequent treatments; all lay well within the normal physiological range. These standard hyperthermia treatments are not excessively stressful, either systemically or psychologically. The different behaviours of the variables confirm that it makes sense to consider systemic stress as well as psychological reactions.